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The fear of fear itself

Introduction
Welcome to the latest edition of Vantage Point.
The Roman alphabet has outlived its usefulness – at
least as far as labelling the economic recovery is
concerned. Having spent six months talking about ‘V’,
‘U’, ‘W’, ‘L’ and even ‘K’-shaped paths, for this edition
we have decided to ditch the letters and go back to a
simpler classification. The course of the disease
remains the single most important determinant of
the kind of economic recovery we get, but we now
think a simple ‘good’ or ‘bad’ classification covers
everything we need to discuss.
In part that’s because the recovery we have seen to
date has been very ‘V’–like in many parts of the world.
China’s economy troughed in late March and Q2 saw a
very quick return to pre-crisis levels of economic
activity, at least according to the official data. In
Europe and the US the economic trough came in April
and May, and again we have seen a relatively rapid
recovery in both household spending and industrial
activity. The pickup has been less dramatic in the US
and the UK than in Europe, but Q3 is likely to see very
strong growth rates, probably double-digit in a
number of countries. Real-time, high-frequency
digital data confirm this.
Much of the economic and news commentary has
been more downbeat however. The overwhelming
concern seems to be the possibility of a second wave
this northern winter, building on the upsurges we
have already seen in a number of European countries,
US states and major emerging economies like Brazil
and India. Moreover, most economic commentators
expect the recovery to be slow – many pointing to the
decline of income support and large looming rise in
unemployment as reasons to believe the bounce back
will be short-lived and restricted to Q3.
We remain slightly surprised by the tone of the
coverage. No doubt there are still plenty of things that
could go wrong. Unemployment could rise sharply if
fiscal support falls away sharply and not enough jobs

are created in expanding sectors to make up for those
lost in hospitality, tourism and the like. It could rise if
widespread pessimism manifests as permanently
higher precautionary saving by households and
firms – saving that isn’t offset by even greater fiscal
stimulus. It could rise if it takes a lot longer to match
workers in hard-hit industries with new jobs, or
because it takes time and a good deal of shoe leather
to move to wherever the new jobs are.
But it strikes us there are as many good reasons to
be optimistic about the outlook. We summarize these
in a presentation accompanying this document:
7 reasons why the ‘V’ is still more likely than not. My
own view is the most important of these are: (i) the
data to date have surprised to the upside; (ii) the
disease appears to be falling away quicker than
expected in most countries (at least when measured
by hospitalizations and deaths); (iii) there is a large
amount of pent up demand still to be released; and
(iv) the global fiscal and monetary stimulus amounts
to around 15% of world GDP, much of which has yet
to be felt.
For those reasons, we give our ‘good recovery’
scenario a 40% probability. Remember, we defined
that scenario as one in which we get back to the
pre-crisis level of global activity around the middle
of 2021. For a number of European economies, which
shrank by around a quarter in the first half of the year,
that would mean opening up around a quarter of the
quarter of the economy that was shut down, per
quarter for four quarters – not a huge ask.
We also have another scenario in which the recovery
is strong. So strong in fact that inflationary pressure
starts to build much sooner than many had expected
and central banks are faced with a dilemma in 2021.
We were early to include an inflation scenario
amongst our possible outcomes, and this is something
the market has started to pick up on of late. Both
inflation data and market inflation expectations have
started to rise recently, while fears of overly-loose
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monetary policy, coupled with high levels of debt that
will have to be inflated away, are driving some of that
rise. As well as outlining the inflation scenario in this
Vantage Point, we have also written a deeper dive to
be released shortly that examines in greater depth
some of the complexities around this subject. We
still think this is an odd-against outcome, but its
probability has risen to 20%. That means, together, our
‘strong recovery’ scenarios add up to a 60% probability
– an odds on bet, or more likely than not.
To our ‘bad recovery’ scenario, which feels closer to
the consensus, and in which unemployment stays
high, we assign a 30% probability. A northern winter
spike is an important element of this scenario, but it’s
not the only factor. In this world, the pessimism we
see and hear today becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy,
as households and companies sit on their savings
and governments are unable to offset the hit to
private demand. To misquote FDR, ‘the fear of fear
itself’ plays an important role in holding the economy
back and we don’t return to the pre-crisis level of
economic activity until mid-2022.
We have also reintroduced a ‘deglobalization’ scenario
in which, irrespective of the course of the disease,
the major influences on economic outcomes over
the next couple of years are heightened geopolitical
tensions and the shrinkage and diversification of
global supply chains. That gets a 10% probability, so
together, the nastier economic outcomes, driven by
pessimism, winter spikes and economic restructuring
sum to 40%.
The fear of inflation sits slightly oddly with the fear of
mass unemployment. Economists often distinguish
between so-called ‘Keynesian’ unemployment, and
‘structural’ or ‘frictional’ unemployment. The former
refers to a situation in which a shortage of aggregate
demand, coupled with an inability or unwillingness
to provide fiscal stimulus generates high levels of
involuntary unemployment. The latter describes
a world in which the costs of matching available
workers with new jobs rises and those higher costs
persist, causing the natural rate of unemployment to
rise. When ‘Keynesian’ unemployment exceeds the
natural rate, wage and price inflationary pressures
tend to fall, and vice versa.
2

One way of distinguishing our scenarios is by referring
to the amount of each type of unemployment created.
In the ‘good recovery’ scenario, there is little of either
– because total spending returns to its pre-crisis level
relatively quickly and labor markets are flexible
enough to create new jobs quickly, especially at lower
skill levels. In the ‘inflation’ scenario there is no
‘Keynesian’ unemployment, but perhaps the natural
rate rises modestly – generating upward pressure on
inflation expectations and therefore wages and prices,
which cautious central banks accommodate. In the
‘bad recovery’ scenario, we see both ‘Keynesian’
and ‘structural’ unemployment rise, the former more
than the latter, leading to deflationary pressure.
Finally, with deglobalization, the rise in unemployment
is largely structural, associated with lower aggregate
supply and a rise in production costs, which also
generates inflationary pressure, but later and for
longer than in our ‘inflation’ scenario.
Cutting across all our scenarios is the prospect of
a US election in November, which has important
economic and market implications independent
of the course of the disease. We discuss the
repercussions for our forecasts and investment
conclusions in a dedicated box.
No doubt readers will have different views about
which outcome is the more likely, but one of the nice
things about the scenario-based approach is it allows
reasonable people to disagree in a situation of
enormous uncertainty. At the same time, we still have
to make decisions, not least investment decisions,
based on our assessment of the future. As usual we
compare our fan chart forecasts with what is priced
into markets to help us draw those conclusions.
We hope you find Vantage Point a stimulating read from
that standpoint. As usual, we welcome your feedback.

SHAMIK DHAR
CHIEF ECONOMIST
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Executive Summary
WHAT WE THINK – ECONOMIC SCENARIOS

40%

30%

‘Good disease’ – Rocking Horse

‘Bad disease’ – Stormy Seas

Disease continues to fall away – both because of
changed behavior (social distancing, hygiene) and
falling potency. Occasional regional/local flare-ups
are contained and effective 4T (test, track, trace and
treat) in a number of countries keeps global R rate
below 1 and death rates falling until a vaccine is found
early next year. Global activity reaches pre-crisis
levels around mid-2021. Some rebound more quickly
(China, South Asia), others more slowly (those
encountering delayed ‘first wave’ now and some key
EMs). Household finances are healthy in a number of
economies, with high saving rates and relatively low
debt – implies plenty of pent-up demand, even if
saving rates don’t fall all the way back to pre-crisis
levels. Corporate sector recovers more slowly, with
large variation between sectors and those most
reliant on face-to-face interaction (hospitality, travel
etc.) the clear losers. But relative price changes
encourage shift of resources to ‘winning’ sectors –
so composition of demand changes even as overall
aggregate demand restored to pre-crisis levels.
Lagged effects of ultra-loose fiscal and monetary
policy start to come through strongly towards end of
this year. Inflation remains contained, since plenty of
spare capacity. Rates on hold, no additional QE or
fiscal packages, equities make moderate progress.

Disease resurges as social distancing breaks down in
a number of countries and northern hemisphere winter
returns. Vaccine search proves unsuccessful. But as
important as the course of the disease is the impact
on individual behavior and confidence. Negative news
coverage undermines confidence and becomes a selffulfilling prophecy – boosting unemployment and
bankruptcies as precautionary saving by households and
firms stays high. Fiscal policy, constrained by concerns
about debt, cannot replace weak private demand, while
additional rounds of QE prove less marginally impactful.
Those losing jobs in key industries struggle to find
alternative employment, boosting long-term
unemployment and undermining demand further.
Likewise, bankruptcies of major companies reduce capital
stock and raise the cost of capital. Inflation falls further,
more countries are forced to consider negative rates and
markets begin to focus on long-run debt sustainability.
Flight to safety resumes – dollar and US treasuries rise
as EM carry trade reverses sharply. Global financial
conditions tighten sharply. Central banks are unable
to offset this entirely and equities sell-off sharply.

4

20%

10%

PROBABILITY*

Inflation – It’s Back

Deglobalization – Closer to Home

Recovery in economic activity is also strong in this
scenario, but unlike the ‘good’ recovery scenario,
strong, fast growth in consumption meets
constrained supply in some sectors. Firms pass on
increased cost of doing business to customers.
More broadly, firms raise prices to rebuild profit
margins on the back of strong demand. Inflation
data, at first weak and volatile, quickly starts to
signal broad-based inflationary pressures. Under
its new mandate, the Fed does not tighten until
late 2022, significantly after inflation reaches the
2% inflation target. By then, inflation expectations
are destabilized and prove difficult to get back
under control. US real interest rates reach
historically low levels. Equities and real assets
perform strongly. But the US dollar takes the
brunt, driven lower by expectations of low US
real interest rates relative to other advanced
economies. By the end of the forecast period,
the Fed however starts raising rates, limiting
the upside for risky assets and providing a
floor to the dollar.

In this scenario, irrespective of the
course of Covid-19, we see a fundamental
shift to protracted, full-scale deglobalization
and a rise in geopolitical tensions. Covid-19
has simply accelerated the transition.
Deglobalization leads to trade frictions,
causing supply chains to shorten. Global
trade disintegrates into 3 blocs: a European
trade bloc; an Asian trade bloc centred on
China; and an American trade bloc centred
on the US, Canada and Mexico. Costs and the
cost of capital rise, while fear of geopolitical
fracturing/de-globalization leads to less
investment. As a result, global growth is
structurally weaker for some time, and
inflation is higher. Global financial conditions
tighten. Heightened concerns about IT
security and the desire to protect national
champions hits the tech sector hard, driving
stock markets down. Eventually, economies
will adjust as capital substitutes for cheap
labor (automation) and domestic/regional
supply alternatives emerge, but this takes
time and in the interim growth slows
and inflation rises for much of our
forecast horizon.

SCENARIO
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CAPITAL MARKET PRICING – WHAT THE MARKETS THINK

Short Rates
●

%

The market is pricing no policy rate hikes for a number of years. Options
markets signal a close to zero probability of a US rate hike in 2021.
Although they also appear to be pricing a higher probability of negative
interest rates in the US, this appears to be driven by the hedging behavior
of a set of market participants, so reflects their risk aversion rather than
the mean expectation.

Equities
●

Both earnings expectations and
higher multiples (thanks to
lower real yields) have boosted
equities. Earnings estimates
have risen but valuations based
on next 12-month earnings are
the highest since the dot-com
bubble, a concern given the
concentration in mega-cap
tech stocks and their relative
performance. In the US, S&P 500
Earnings per share (EPS)
expectations now stand at
$157 12-months forward
(~-12% YTD) and $184
24-months forward (~-6% YTD).
That leaves the 12-month
forward price-earnings (PE)
ratio at ~21.

FX
●

The US dollar has been
weakening of late, as global
economic recovery surprises to
the upside and financial fears
diminish. The pound sterling is
increasingly driven by the return
of Brexit concerns – implied
volatility and downside skew (as
measured by risk reversals) have
risen sharply as the likelihood of
a no-deal, WTO-terms Brexit has
gone up.

Fixed Income
●

Sovereign bond yields were flat
to slightly lower in Q3 and
continue to struggle to maintain
consistent upward momentum.
Forward curves in the US were
unchanged and have fallen more
YTD at the short-end. The market
expects short-end rates to
remain near current levels but
higher at the long-end over the
next year.

Credit
●

6

Credit continued to perform positively overall in Q3 but lagged other asset
prices such as equities. This (beta-adjusted) underperformance relative to
equities (and synthetic credit) can be partially explained by heavy issuance.

INVESTMENT CONCLUSIONS

Equities
●

Our increased optimism as shown by a combined 60%
probability of a strong economic recovery, supports our
view that equities can make further progress over the
forecast period and investors should consider a slightly
overweight position.

●

But overall risk remains skewed to the downside.
Moreover, in the coming months we foresee
vulnerability in the Technology sector given the strong
run-up in prices, election season volatility and
increased tension with China. We believe it is important
to maintain exposure to Tech for the long-term, but
sectors of the US equity market we believe could
benefit during the next leg of the recovery are
Industrials, Health Care and select consumer groups
such as retail, autos, and housing-related stocks.
Small caps have underperformed during the crisis due
in part to lack of earnings visibility; some rotation into
these parts of the market makes sense, especially if it
means keeping portfolio risk levels relatively low.

●

As progress in the global economic recovery is made,
we expect European equities to benefit over the next
12 months given more attractive valuation levels and
our outlook for improved demand.

Alternatives
●

Our higher probability of a rise in inflation, as reflected in
two of our economic scenarios, makes alternatives an
increasingly important part of an overall portfolio.

●

We continue to view multi-asset alternatives as an
effective uncorrelated hedge in the case of major global
shocks, and we also view real assets such as precious
metals, residential real estate, commodities and
infrastructure as attractive ways to benefit from an
increase in inflation during the recovery.

US Dollar/Foreign Exchange
●

The US Dollar is likely to act as a barometer of global
financial health for some time, rising when stresses
increase, falling back as they ease. Overall, our dollar
fan chart suggests the USD index should stay broadly
flat-to-lower, though risks are skewed to the upside.

Fixed Income
●

Our rates fan chart and expectations suggest no
movement in Fed rates for at least two years, which
should keep yields from spiking and limit left-tail risk,
but as conditions in economies improve, particularly if
a vaccine is produced in early 2021, sovereign yields
face upward pressure going forward.

●

On balance, selective exposure to investment grade
credit offers price return opportunity, as spreads are
still not down to pre-crisis levels, and provides a yield
advantage over sovereigns and parts of the equity
market.

●

We view the high yield space as an interesting income
and return opportunity in sectors less affected by
Covid-19, but suggest an active approach to security
selection to avoid outsized default risk.

●

We favor EM local currency over hard currency debt
given our view that the USD stays flat-to-lower.
Selective risk taking is advised and we see better
opportunity in countries with steeper yields and room
for further rate cuts such as Russia and Mexico.

7
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Economics
SECTION 1

SECTION 1A

Economic Scenarios
40%

(Probability)

Scenario #1:
‘Good’ disease – Rocking Horse

We have two scenarios in which the economic recovery is strong,
largely because the disease remains under control until a
vaccine appears in 2021 and widespread lockdowns are
avoided. This is our single most likely, or modal, scenario. In this
world the disease continues to fall away in the sense that, even
though infection rates might pick up in a number of countries,
those infections do not lead to significantly higher
hospitalizations and deaths. Some combination of regional/
localized lockdowns, effective 4T (test, track, trace and treat)
and naturally-declining disease potency means economies can
continue to open up gradually. For instance, for some European
economies, a number of which lost around a quarter of their
economic output in 2020H1, that means reopening a quarter of
the quarter of the economy that was shut down, per quarter for
the next four quarters, to return economic activity to it pre-crisis

level around the middle of next year. That is an average of course,
and some economies will recover quicker than others – indeed
China has already returned to pre-crisis levels of output, at
least according to the official data.

US Labor Market – Unemployed per Job Opening
and Small Business Hiring Outlook

Global Economic Sentiment and PMIs

CERTAIN METRICS OF LABOR MARKET STRESS FAILED TO REACH
07-09 CRISIS PEAKS AND ARE DRAMATICALLY IMPROVING.
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SURVEY-BASED DATA SUGGEST A V-SHAPED RECOVERY IS
IN PLAY.
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Labor market
conditions
getting worse

NFIB Small Business Hiring Plans Index
( inverted scale)

# of unemployed per job opening
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We have given this scenario a 40% probability. So on its own it
is slightly odds against, but taken together with our ‘inflation’
scenario, our two strong recovery scenarios add up to a 60%
probability – more likely than not. This balance of probabilities
stands in distinct contrast to the economic consensus: many
official organizations and investment bank research teams are
much more downbeat, as is a lot of general news commentary.
The difference surprises us and we outline why we think a
relatively rapid recovery remains quite likely in an accompanying
presentation (‘7 reasons why a ‘V’ is still more likely than not’).
Crucially however, this is NOT the same as saying the balance of

-35

JPM Global Services PMI (LS)
JPM Global Mfg. PMI (LS)
Global Sentix Economic Sentiment Index (RS)

The Global Sentix Economic Sentiment Index reflect short-term investor sentiment. PMIs: purchasing
managers index. Monthly data as of August 31, 2020. Source: BNY Mellon using data from Bloomberg.

Charts are provided for illustrative purposes and are not indicative
of the past or future performance of any BNY Mellon product.
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risks lies to the upside – quite the contrary. Risk equals
probability times outcome, so because the economic outcomes
are significantly worse in our downside scenarios, our GDP fan
charts are skewed to the downside (pages 14-15).
In this, our modal scenario, a relatively ‘benign’ outcome for the
progress of the disease worldwide means two other factors
come into play to support the recovery. First, there is still
significant pent up demand: household saving rates remain high
in a number of countries, as do cash balances in the form of
narrow and broad money. On top of that, household leverage
remains relatively low, most notably in the US. Second, the huge
amount of global fiscal and monetary stimulus, which amounts
to upwards of 15% of world GDP, has yet to be felt in full.
Economists usually suggest the biggest effects are felt 2-6
quarters after implementation.

productivity – slightly lower employment coupled with higher
productivity – but the difference shouldn’t be large. Of course,
the composition of total demand might be very different: much
lower spending on travel, hospitality and services that require
close interaction, offset by higher spending online, on health,
and on socially-distanced leisure, consumer and investment
goods. The key to achieving this is a relatively flexible labor
market, especially at lower skill levels, where jobs in expanding
sectors rise to replace those lost in contracting ones,
encouraged by rapid shifts in relative wages. Early signs from
labor turnover data suggest labor markets in countries like the
US, Germany and the UK are responding relatively quickly.

Moreover, labor markets in a number of countries prove to be
relatively flexible, especially when furlough schemes and other
fiscal support measures are wound down. The key assumption
is that once we return to pre-crisis levels of spending, we ought
to be back near pre-crisis levels of aggregate employment. We
might see a moderately different split between employment and

In this scenario, the negative shock to aggregate demand
persists longer than that to aggregate supply, so inflationary
pressure is contained and inventories are rebuilt. Interest rates
stay low as a result – especially given central banks’ greater
tolerance of higher-than-target inflation. There is no need for
further QE or fiscal stimulus. It is an environment in which
risk assets make steady progress despite relatively high
valuations, while the dollar tends to fall as financial crisis
risks dissipate further.

US Job Hires Less Separations

US Savings Rate

THE JOB MARKET HAS IMPROVED SUBSTANTIALLY FROM THE
LOWS IN MARCH AND APRIL.

ELEVATING SAVINGS REFLECT BOTH CAUTIOUS CONSUMERS BUT
ALSO ROOM FOR FURTHER SPENDING IF CONFIDENCE GROWS IN
A V-SHAPED RECOVERY.
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(Probability)

Scenario #2:
‘Bad’ disease – Stormy Seas

In this scenario, the disease resurges, infection rates pick up
significantly in a number of countries, especially as the northern
hemisphere winter takes hold and the legacy of a relaxation
in social distancing over the summer comes home to roost.
It possibly coincides with a strong pickup in other major viral
infections such as influenza too. Hospitalizations and deaths
start to rise too with a lag, and the persistent dynamics of the
disease mean health services are under pressure well into 2021.
Alongside renewed lockdown restrictions, the disease’s
reappearance confirms the caution evident over the northern
hemisphere summer and pessimism about the economy’s
recovery prospects becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy.
Aggregate demand remains weak as households maintain
high saving rates and firms cut back further on investment and
employment – not just in sectors most affected by the disease.
Fiscal and monetary policy cannot replace the lost private
demand, possibly because governments are unable or
unwilling to raise spending and continue income support in the
face of rising public debt levels. A large number of previously
furloughed workers lose their jobs and find it difficult to find
alternatives, both because aggregate demand is weak and
because sectoral reallocation is slow. In other words, both
Keynesian and structural unemployment rise – the former

US Consumer Confidence and Outlook on
Job Availability

Consumer Confidence
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Monetary policy swings into action and there are new rounds
of QE, but its marginal impact is small. Risk premia, which have
been compressed by monetary policy, have to rise to reflect the
new reality that fundamental real risk and uncertainty have
risen and there is little central banks can do to offset that.
Equities and credit sell off sharply, particularly in high-beta
and growth sectors, further exacerbating the credit crunch.

AGGREGATE DEMAND COULD SUFFER IF LONG-TERM
UNEMPLOYMENT INCREASES.
30

120

A large number of firms go bankrupt, reducing the capital
stock. Equity markets fall sharply raising the cost of capital
and the reduced net wealth of the corporate sector pushes up
risk premia on lending. Credit markets weaken sharply too,
especially in riskier high-yield sectors. In the worst
circumstances a credit crunch ensues – corporate leverage
levels remain high remember – and a generalised flight from
risk follows affecting all risk assets. EM carry trades and
peripheral European bonds are caught up in the panic as
a generalised flight to the dollar and cash ensues. Global
financial conditions tighten sharply and central banks step
in to supply dollars and cash again, but are unable to stem
the panic immediately, as they did in March 2020.

US Unemployment Duration

STILL CAUTIOUS CONSUMERS HIGHLIGHT THE
RECOVERY’S VULNERABILITY.
140

by more and more quickly than the latter. The upshot is
depression and deflation, which monetary policy through
ever-weakening QE impact, is unable to offset.

2000 2002 2004 2006 2008 2010 2012 2014 2016 2018 2020
Consumer Confidence (LS)
Consumer Confidence – Jobs Not So Plentiful (RS)

Consumer Confidence refers to the Conference Board Consumer Confidence Index. Monthly
data as of August 31, 2020. Source: BNY Mellon using data from Bloomberg.
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Charts are provided for illustrative purposes and are not indicative
of the past or future performance of any BNY Mellon product.
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20%

(Probability)

Scenario #3:
Inflation – It’s Back

Like our ‘good’ recovery scenario, the recovery in global growth is
strong. The US is the leader of the pack, recouping almost all of
the output that was lost in H1 2020 by year end.

business to customers. More broadly, firms across the whole
economy take advantage of the significant consumer demand
and start rebuilding profit margins by raising prices.

The economy is not firing on all cylinders however. The recovery
is driven by strong growth in private consumption, as policy
continues to provide significant support for disposable incomes
and the additional savings built in H1 are spent fast in H2.

In the near term we see volatility in inflation data, for example
driven by shift in consumption driving relative price changes.
But quickly, inflation data starts to consistently surprise to the
upside, mutating into a strong, broad, pickup in inflationary
pressures. In the US, given the new monetary policy strategy
allowing inflation to rise above target for a period, means the
Fed does not tighten monetary policy until after inflation has
crossed the 2% target in late 2022 and inflation expectations
start moving above levels consistent with the 2% mandate.

By contrast, potential output does not recover as quickly. Some
sectors are able to operate with no significant frictions. But
others, for instance those where face-to-face interaction is
essential, remain supply constrained and are faced with an
increased cost of doing business. Inflationary pressures rise
because costs increase in those sectors, while rigidities mean
costs are slow to fall in declining sectors.
The collapse in demand for restricted activities that has
overwhelmed inflationary supply shocks in H1, leading to the
drop in inflation (Chart 1), moves into reverse. As recent evidence
suggests, firms start passing on increased cost of doing

Changes in Price and Quantity for Goods
versus Services

Decomposition of Change in US savings in 2020

CATEGORIES EXPERIENCING SUBSTANTIALLY LARGER CHANGES
IN QUANTITIES SAW LARGER DECLINES IN PRICES IN H1.
20

DROP IN REAL CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURE EXPLAINS ~60%
OF THE INCREASE IN PERSONAL SAVINGS OVER AND ABOVE
JANUARY 2020 LEVELS. SURGE IN PENT UP DEMAND COULD
PROPEL A BOOM IN CONSUMPTION.
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US real interest rates reach new lows. Equities and real assets
initially perform well, as investors move into long-duration
inflation and interest rate hedges. The US dollar continues
depreciating driven by expectations of low US real interest rates
relative to other advanced economies. However, towards the end
of the forecast period, the Fed starts raising rates limiting the
upside for risky assets and supporting the dollar.
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Scenario #4:
Deglobalization – Closer to Home

In this scenario, irrespective of the course of Covid-19, we see a
fundamental shift in the world order with protracted, full-scale
deglobalization and rise in geopolitical tensions. Covid-19 has
accelerated this transition.
Deglobalisation leads to trade frictions, causing supply chains
to shorten or diversify to countries that are closer and
politically more alike. Hence, in this scenario, we see global
trade increasingly focused on 3 blocs – a substantial negative
supply shock. There emerges a European trade bloc; an Asian
trade bloc centered on China; and an American trade bloc
centred on the US, Canada and Mexico.
Moving closer to a trade environment where countries focus on
returning economic activity within borders would have
geopolitical implications as well with increased nativist
sentiment, disintegration of geopolitical alliances, and territorial
disputes. Businesses and investors fear that the implication of
this world order will be severe and this results in a steady fall in
global growth and productivity over the next decade, lowering
the return on capital, much of which is anticipated by forwardlooking asset markets in the next couple of years. As investors
expect lower returns on investment, they reduce investment
spending. To some extent, this is a self-fulfilling fear that cannot
be offset by easy monetary policy, thanks in part to the
diminishing marginal effectiveness of QE at the zero bound.

Trade Measures Introduced Globally

Geopolitical tensions also generate higher volatility in markets.
Global financial conditions tighten. The profits of multinational
corporations are hit, a generalized flight from risk follows
affecting all risk assets. Technology becomes the main
battlefield where geopolitical tensions play out. Tech stocks
are hit hard which, given their importance to a number of stock
markets, drives returns down. This could trigger another global
flight to safety and a sharp dollar appreciation, hitting some
emerging markets hard – notably those with large dollar
funding exposures and strong links to the disintegrating US/
China tech supply chains.

S&P 500 Price Paths Under Our 4 Scenarios

THE NUMBER OF PROTECTIONIST TRADE MEASURES HAS
INCREASED SIGNIFICANTLY OVER THE LAST SEVERAL YEARS.
1,200

A PROTRACTED GLOBAL FRACTURING SCENARIO HITS PROFITS OF
MULTINATIONAL CORPORATIONS HARD. IN THE US, TECHNOLOGY
BECOMES THE MAIN BATTLEFIELD WHERE GEOPOLITICAL
TENSIONS PLAY OUT. IN THE LONG-TERM, THIS SCENARIO
CREATES THE WORST OUTCOMES FOR STOCK MARKETS.
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As a result, global growth is structurally weaker for some time,
but inflation is also higher. The rise in unemployment is largely
structural as deglobalization introduces frictions to labor
markets associated with elevated uncertainty, skill
mismatches, lower aggregate supply, and higher production
costs. This generates inflationary pressures, which central
banks choose to accommodate. This then feeds through to
inflation expectations, and ultimately inflation, but later and
for longer than in our inflation scenario. Despite higher
inflation, yields remain low (although still higher than in our
Bad Recovery scenario). At the 2–3 year horizon, the impact on
economic activity is similar to the Bad Recovery scenario; but
in the long run, the outcome for activity is worse.
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Charts are provided for illustrative purposes and are not indicative
of the past or future performance of any BNY Mellon product.
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SECTION 1B

Economic Forecasts
As we finalized this Vantage Point, the number of new cases of
Covid-19 identified globally each day looked to have plateaued
at just over 250,000, with new cases falling in the Americas, but
rising sharply in India. There were signs too of a new series of
infections across Europe – a part of the world that had already
suffered badly from the disease. The picture in late summer,
however, differed in important respects from what we had seen
in the spring. Much more aggressive testing policies meant that
the identified level of new infections could not be compared
directly with data from March and April. And while the
reproductive number, ‘R’, had probably risen above 1, the rate
of growth of new infections was substantially lower than it
had been in the initial stages of the outbreak. Finally, while
the number of newly identified cases was rising in Europe,
the number of deaths was not.

Global economic activity looks to have troughed in April, and
there has been a material recovery since then. High-frequency
proxies derived from smartphone data suggest that as much
as half of the lost output might have been recovered by midsummer. And monthly official estimates of GDP from those
few countries that publish such data tell a similar story. In our
single most likely scenario, labelled ‘Good Recovery’, the steady
reopening of economies around the world continues, and new
outbreaks of Covid-19 are brought under control without the
need for nationwide lockdowns. The behavior of economic
activity is similar in our ‘Inflation’ scenario, although here
household savings that have built up in the major economies
during the period of lockdown are spent more freely, putting
upward pressure on inflation. Taken together, these two
upside scenarios have a combined weight of 60%. But an
uninterrupted path back to normal is far from guaranteed.

The two solid lines show the most likely (highest probability) scenario mode or the “good disease” recovery and mean (probability-weighted average) forecasts. The darker
bands towards the center of the fan chart show the more likely outcomes, while the lighter bands show progressively less likely outcomes covering 90% of the forecast
distribution. The width of the fan chart shows the level of uncertainty and when the bands below the central forecast are wider than those above shows the balance of risks
lies to the downside.

US GDP – INDEX, 2019 Q4 = 100.

ODDS OF FULL RECOVERY IN US GDP – PROBABILITY THAT US
GDP EXCEEDS 2019 Q4 LEVELS, PER CENT.
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Charts are provided for illustrative purposes and are not indicative
of the past or future performance of any BNY Mellon product.
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In our ‘bad recovery’ scenario, there are further substantial
outbreaks of Covid-19 around the world later this year,
causing both household and business confidence to collapse,
leading to a second leg down in economic activity, widespread
business failures, and sustained high rates of unemployment.
We give the ‘Bad Recovery’ scenario a 30% weight, with
our ‘Deglobalization’ scenario, resulting in structurally low
economic growth and higher inflation, taking up the remainder
of the distribution.

to a smooth return to more normal levels of activity, from
55% to 60%, but the worst outcome from three months ago,
that of an ‘L-shaped’ recovery, is no longer on the table. This
improvement is summarized in our second chart (see prior
page), which shows how the probability of returning to preCovid levels of GDP in the US has shifted. We estimate there is
now an evens chance of a full recovery in US GDP by 2021 Q3.
At the time of the previous Vantage Point that was not the case
until 2022 Q4.

The distribution of possible outturns for US economic activity is
shown in the fan chart on the prior page. The single most likely
outcome, as in the previous Vantage Point, is a period of rapid
recovery, with activity returning to pre-Covid levels towards the
middle of next year. The GDP outlook more broadly has become
more positive. Not only have we increased the weight attached

With the odds of a renewed severe downturn in global activity
receding somewhat, the outlook for inflation has strengthened.
For instance, inflation in the euro area is most likely to climb
steadily from here, reaching around 1.5% early next year. With
our two upside inflation scenarios and our single downside
inflation scenario each having weights of 30% in total, we see

The two solid lines show the most likely (highest probability) scenario mode or the “good disease” recovery and mean (probability-weighted average) forecasts. The darker
bands towards the center of the fan chart show the more likely outcomes, while the lighter bands show progressively less likely outcomes covering 90% of the forecast
distribution. The width of the fan chart shows the level of uncertainty and when the bands below the central forecast are wider than those above shows the balance of risks
lies to the downside.

EURO AREA GDP – INDEX, 2019 Q4 = 100.

US CPI – FOUR-QUARTER PERCENTAGE CHANGE.
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Charts are provided for illustrative purposes and are not indicative
of the past or future performance of any BNY Mellon product.
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the risks to inflation as broadly balanced. The odds of outright
deflation in the euro area next year have fallen from around
1-in-4 at the time of the previous Vantage Point to around
1-in-10 currently.
In the US, we see a broadly evens chance that headline CPI
inflation will exceed 2.0% through next year. Nevertheless, with
the FOMC signaling that it intends to target an inflation rate of
2.0% on average over the time, rather than period by period, in
all but one of our four scenarios the US policy rate is likely to
remain on hold for at least the next two years to provide
continued monetary stimulus. Our fan chart for the US fed
funds rate is noticeably flatter than it was three months ago,
despite the improved economic outlook, with only a 1-in-10
chance that the policy rate moves above 2.0% by 2022 Q4.
Our fan chart for ten-year US Treasury yields is correspondingly

flatter. We see around a 1-in-10 ten chance that yields move
above 3.5% by 2022 Q4, and a 1-in-4 chance that they turn
negative at some point next year.
The S&P 500 has risen further over the past three months, at
times moving above levels seen pre-Covid to hit new all-time
highs. European benchmarks have staged a more modest
recovery, with most some way below the levels recorded before
the pandemic. In our single most likely ‘Good Recovery’ scenario,
equities rise further from here, albeit much less rapidly than we
have seen in recent months. But risks remain skewed heavily to
the downside, and given their relative performance to date, we
see the risks to US equities as larger than the risks to European
indices. We see around a 1-in-4 chance that the S&P 500 has
moved above 4,000 by the end of next year, but close to an
evens chance that it has fallen below 3,500.

The two solid lines show the most likely (highest probability) scenario mode or the “good disease” recovery and mean (probability-weighted average) forecasts. The darker
bands towards the center of the fan chart show the more likely outcomes, while the lighter bands show progressively less likely outcomes covering 90% of the forecast
distribution. The width of the fan chart shows the level of uncertainty and when the bands below the central forecast are wider than those above shows the balance of risks
lies to the downside.

US 10-YEAR GOVERNMENT BOND YIELDS (%).
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The two solid lines show the most likely (highest probability) scenario mode or the “good disease” recovery and mean (probability-weighted average) forecasts. The darker
bands towards the center of the fan chart show the more likely outcomes, while the lighter bands show progressively less likely outcomes covering 90% of the forecast
distribution. The width of the fan chart shows the level of uncertainty and when the bands below the central forecast are wider than those above shows the balance of risks
lies to the downside.
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Capital Markets
SECTION 2
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SECTION 2A

Capital Market Pricing – What is Priced In?
OVERALL

Looking across a wide range of different assets, price action
suggests markets are expecting a reasonably strong recovery in
economic activity, coupled with a long-lasting period of very easy
monetary policy. Discount rates are low and payoff expectations
relatively high, so valuations have moved up, especially for riskier
assets. Inflation is increasingly a concern – as reflected in the
rising inflation risk premium in breakeven inflation rates and
inflation swaps. However, those concerns are not particularly
elevated compared with historical inflation averages. Financial
crisis fears have dissipated significantly since March – so
relatively illiquid assets have done well too. Bid-ask spreads have
narrowed, as have cross-currency bases, but perhaps the most
important fear gauge has been the dollar, and its slide signifies
the market’s perception that extreme left-tail outcomes have

been averted by central bank and government intervention. That
said, volatility levels remain higher than they were pre-crisis, and
they appear to be more sensitive to geopolitical developments
than they were pre-crisis when the volatility collapse could be
attributed more or less to QE alone. The same is true of skews.
In summary, markets appear to be pricing in an outcome closer to
our single-most-likely ‘good recovery’ scenario, as opposed to the
bulk of economic commentary, which is more downbeat and
closer to our ‘bad recovery’ scenario.

INTEREST RATES

Interest rates remained at historical lows across major advanced
economies in Q3 and the market is pricing no policy rate hikes for
a number of years. Options markets signal a close to zero
probability of a US rate hike in 2021.

Major Economies’ OIS Curves
THE MARKETS’ ARE EXPECTING RATES TO REMAIN ON HOLD OVER
THE NEXT SEVERAL YEARS.
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OIS: Overnight indexed swap. The OIS denotes an interest rate swap involving the
overnight rate being exchanged for a fixed interest rate. Data as of September 14, 2020.
Source: BNY Mellon using data from Bloomberg.

Charts are provided for illustrative purposes and are not indicative
of the past or future performance of any BNY Mellon product.
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US TREASURY CURVE: 1-YEAR FORWARDS (%) VS. CURRENT.
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Data as of September 12, 2020. Market estimate of US Treasury yields one-year forward at
each date. Source: BNY Mellon using data from Bloomberg.

(i) We see a very low probability of risk-free rates rising over the
next few years. By the end of 2021, we see a 25% chance rates
are above 1%. By Q4 2022, that probability increases to 38%
with a 10% chance of the fed funds moving above 2%.
(ii) There is around a 1-in-5 chance of negative policy rates in
the US by end 2021. Although options markets appear to be
pricing an even greater probability of negative interest rates in
the US, this appears to be driven by hedging behavior of a set
of market participants, so reflects a degree of risk aversion
more than a central expectation.

US TREASURY YIELD CURVE SPREAD AND THE S&P 500.
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Charts are provided for illustrative purposes and are not indicative
of the past or future performance of any BNY Mellon product.
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Looking at the combined probabilities attached to our upside
(60%) vs downside (40%) scenarios, and associated distribution
of potential outcomes under each scenario, we note two
main things:

US Treasury Yield Curve (5-year - Fed Funds, bp)

In only one of our scenarios – ‘inflation’ (20%) – do we see interest
rates rising by the end of our forecast horizon (2022), and even
then central banks respond relatively late to a strong pick up in
inflationary pressure. In our good recovery scenario (40%), we
expect policy rates to remain on hold as inflationary pressures
are not strong and the Fed/central banks maintain easing at least
until they see actual inflation consistently raising above target,
i.e. 2%. In our two downside scenarios of a bad recovery (30%)
and deglobalization (10%), rates are expected to remain on hold
from current levels, as policymakers continue to support the
economic recovery, even at the cost of rising inflation
expectations in the deglobalization scenario.

GOVERNMENT BONDS

INFLATION

The market expects short rates to remain near current levels
but the longer tenors start to edge up from around 3 years out.
Our probability-weighted mean forecast of yields is very similar
to the current forward curve up to around a year out. Both our
interest rate and bond yield fan charts are inevitably skewed
upwards, because of the zero bound and because we are slightly
more optimistic about growth and see upside risks to inflation.
That upside risk is slightly higher than the market has priced in.

A major driver of the shift in nominal yields, other than the
recovery in growth expectations, have been significant
developments in US monetary policy strategy. The Fed announced
an Average Inflation Targeting (AIT) policy in September, a
strategy seen as attributing more weight on its employment goal
and allowing inflation to run moderately above 2% to make up for
past shortfalls in inflation from target.

Sovereign bond yields were flat to slightly lower in Q3 and
continue to struggle to maintain consistent upward momentum.
Forward curves in the US were broadly unchanged in Q3 but have
fallen more at the short-end since the beginning of the year.

In our good disease and inflation surprise scenario, we see the US
10-yr Treasury at 1.4% and 2.1% by the end of 2021, respectively.
In our two downside scenarios, we see yields breaching new
historical lows.

Stable nominal yields masked significant moves in their
underlying composition, with market-based measures of inflation
expectations rebounding strongly, particularly in the US, and real
interest rates falling to multi-year lows.

The fall in pessimism among investors around the inflation
outlook is clearly seen in options prices. The market is now
assigning a less than 20% probability of CPI inflation averaging
below 1% in the US over the next 5 years, and a ~10% of inflation

INFLATION EXPECTATIONS ACROSS MAJOR ECONOMIES.
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Charts are provided for illustrative purposes and are not indicative
of the past or future performance of any BNY Mellon product.
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remaining above 3% on average over the next 5 years. At the time
of our last Vantage Point publication the market was signalling a
50-60% probability of US inflation remaining below 1% on
average over the next 5 years, a pricing that we signalled as
too high at the time.

The more positive stance reflects our more overall optimistic
outlook combined with the upward inflation risk in our deglobalization scenario combined with the Fed’s updated policy
where they will let inflationary pressures build for longer before
tightening.

Survey-based data also reflects higher inflation expectations –
US consumers now expect both near (3.1%) and long-term
inflation (2.7%) to be the highest in several years after falling
to near all-time lows at the beginning of 2020.

EQUITIES

Overall, current market pricing has moved closer to our
distribution of projected outcomes for inflation which has shifted
upwards since the last report. We now see a 10% chance US
inflation rises above 2% by the end of this year, 47% by the end of
2021, and 52% in 2022. In Europe, we see a lower probability of
inflation surpassing 2% (0% in 2020; 20% in 2021; 22% in 2022).

UMICHIGAN EXPECTED INFLATION IN 1-YEAR AND 5-10 YEARS.

Over the third quarter as a whole, better earnings growth
expectations coupled with a rise in valuations associated with
falling real yields, led to strong performance in equity prices.
In the US, S&P 500 Earnings per share (EPS) expectations over
the next 12 and 24 months increased and now stand at $157
for 12-months forward (-12% YTD) and $184 for 24-months
forward (-6% YTD). Given the current level of the S&P 500, the
12-month price-earnings (PE) ratio is ~21, the highest level since

US HIGH YIELD SPREADS AND EQUITY VOLATILITY.
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the dot-com bubble, yet was strongly supported by the fall in real
interest rates.
The rally continued to be strongly concentrated in growth stocks
(mostly tech), with low breadth. For instance, the YTD return
differential between the S&P 500 market cap and equal weighted
index reached a peak of 12% in early September. The subsequent
September risk-off price action, which saw the market drop -6%
as of September 22, was led by Tech and momentum stocks, likely
due to the unwinding of highly concentrated, long positioning.
For instance, Nasdaq net equity future positioning reached close
to historical highs and the put/call ratio volume on US equities
reached a new multi-year low.
The strong demand for call options on US equities led to some of
the largest stocks showing a positive skew (unusual in equity

YTD RETURN DIFFERENCE: S&P 500 MARKET CAP WEIGHT –
EQUAL WEIGHT.

markets), and the US posting the most expensive call skew
across major equity indices. In addition, we observed a positive
correlation between the S&P 500 and implied volatility until the
recent sell-off in early September, which suggests that investors’
call buying supported both higher levels of the index and an
elevated level of VIX. Indeed, the higher level of implied volatility
seen on US equities in August was in contrast with what other
measures of market-risk sentiment would suggest.
In our last Vantage Point we had become overall more optimistic
for equities. Notwithstanding the significant equity returns since
the lows in March, and high valuations, we continue to expect
positive returns on average over our forecast horizon. The mean
of our combined distributions points to broadly flat equities in the
near term, but sees stronger returns further out. We still see a
negatively skewed balance of risk however.

S&P 500 12-AND-24 MONTH FORWARD PRICE TO EARNINGS
RATIOS (PE).
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Charts are provided for illustrative purposes and are not indicative
of the past or future performance of any BNY Mellon product.
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CREDIT

(Cash) credit continued to perform positively overall during the
summer, although lagging other asset prices such as equities. To
some extent this (beta-adjusted) underperformance relative to
equities (and synthetic credit) can be explained by heavy
issuance. Both the USD IG and HY primary markets set August
issuance records with over $151 billion and $49 billion,
respectively. That said, the relative underperformance may reflect
two underlying factors: first, the sectoral concentration of the
performance of US equities and the different weighting in equity
and credit indices (there are binding constraints of issuer
weightings in bond indices). Second, the fact that the decline in
real rates (which has supported equity valuations significantly)
benefits equities more.

The steady decline in the dollar has been the main story in
currency markets in the past few months. Relatively little of this
can be accounted for by movements in interest rate expectations
– as measured by relative movements in interest rate forward
curves across the major economies. The implication is that
markets are either revising down their estimate of the long-run
fair value of the dollar and/or raising the relative risk premium on
it (reducing the risk premium associated with other currencies).
Both explanations would be consistent with a world view in which
markets have materially reduced their estimates of the
probability of a global financial crash – and that is evident in
falling implied dollar volatility and skew too.
An outlier currency is sterling, where both implied volatility and
skew (as measured by risk reversals) have picked up relative to
recent historical averages. This is related to the rising prospect of
a ‘no-deal’ or ‘WTO’ Brexit, which would likely cause sterling to fall
sharply against the euro and some other currencies too.

THE USD HAS WEAKENED IN 2020.
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USD Index: majors dollar index per Bloomberg.
Daily data as of September 23, 2020. Source: BNY Mellon using data from Bloomberg.

Charts are provided for illustrative purposes and are not indicative
of the past or future performance of any BNY Mellon product.
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SECTION 2B

Market Sentiment
The recovery from March 23, 2020 continues to be historic.
As of September 22, the market is up ~47% off the March lows
even after a sell-off in September. The performance of the
index off the lows stands as the best (over a comparable time
period) since the bounce after the 1929 crash. The S&P 500
returned to its February high after 126 days. In the ranking of
recoveries off of major bottoms, this one is the most extreme
echoing the historic speed of the decline.

The real economy and financial assets have been helped along
by historic global fiscal stimulus and unprecedented central
bank action amounting to ~15% of global GDP. On the earnings
side, next twelve-month earnings have moved markedly higher
in the US and to a lesser degree in the EU. The S&P 500 trades
at 21 (PE based on next 12-month expected earnings), up from
18.2x at the end of 2019. The forward PE for the largest 5 tech
stocks is ~40.

In many ways it seems we are in the midst of a V-shaped
recovery from the bottom, an “easy” bounce after the historic
economic standstill. Half the unemployed are back at work, Q3
GDP looks to be tracking to 30% (annualized), the industrial
economy has largely recovered across the globe, and the next
six months could reveal fundamental progress in rapid testing,
treatment, and vaccine.

The frequent skepticism of the extraordinary price action off the
low is that the market has been artificially inflated by fiscal and
monetary stimulus. Has the market really become disconnected
from fundamentals? We think not, although certainly there have
been pockets of excess price action. The last six months have
revealed that the companies most levered to secular growth,
free cash flow, and stay-at-home vastly outperformed cyclicals,

Top and Bottom 10 Performing S&P 500
Industries YTD (%)

US and Europe Earnings Estimates
(12-month forward)
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Top 10 S&P 500 Industries: % YTD
Internet & Direct Marketing Retail
Wireless Telecommunication Services
Air Freight & Logistics
Technology Hardware, Storage & Peripherals
Software
Metals & Mining
Semiconductors & Semiconductor Equipment
Life Sciences Tools & Services
Specialty Retail
Interactive Media & Services
Bottom 10 S&P 500 Industries: % YTD
Automobiles
Real Estate Management & Development
Consumer Finance
Leisure Products
Aerospace & Defense
Banks
Diversified Consumer Services
Airlines
Oil Gas & Consumable Fuels
Energy Equipment & Services

ESTIMATES IN THE US HAVE RECOVERED FASTER THAN
IN EUROPE.

S&P 500 12-mth. forward EPS

TECH CONTINUES TO LEAD AS THOSE MOST IMPACTED BY
SOCIAL DISTANCING LAG.

STOXX Europe 600 (RS)

Daily data as of September 14, 2020. Source: BNY Mellon using data from Bloomberg.

Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
Charts are provided for illustrative purposes and are not indicative
of the past or future performance of any BNY Mellon product.
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epicenter names, and financials. The biggest winners have been
more than just speculative plays; they have faster sales and
earnings growth, stronger margins, less debt, and reinvest more
in their businesses. While their YTD returns might be stretched,
these winners have been fundamentally superior. Overall,
earnings multiples continue to expand, despite no immediate
resolution to Covid, policy uncertainty emanating from the
election, and the absence of a deal to extend fiscal support.
The performance of the overall index (up 2.0% YTD) masked
this lopsided price performance. The five large cap tech stocks
(AAPL, AMZN, MSFT, GOOGL, FB) now account for 25% of the
S&P index, an historic high and up from 20% three short months
ago. At the early September peak, the outperformance of the five
largest tech names was so pronounced, they outperformed the
rest of the S&P 500 by 62% YTD though the September tech-led
market sell-off, has shrunk this return difference to 44% as of
September 22. The stay at home trade, consisting of large cap

S&P 500 Index Level and 50/200-day
moving averages

tech, big box retailers, healthcare, software-related consumer
names, fintech and cloud pushed the index higher even as the
cyclicals—financial, REITS, metals and mining, industrials and
small caps languished.
As we proposed in our last edition, this imbalance is the perfect
set up for the reversion trade. While tech and its stay at home
cousins continue to perform, for the last several weeks we note
relative improvement in industrials, manufacturing, transports,
housing, energy, leisure. For many reasons we think that growth
could be better than feared including, better than expected
global economic data, a global consumer with dry powder due to
fiscal support, a less virulent virus, pent-up demand, and policy
stimulus which is yet to peak. The stocks most levered to the
real economy have started to show signs of life. This is also
reflected in our scenario analysis which is now odds-on for
recovery by mid-2021. Almost by definition, growth will be
V-shaped in the second half of 2020 given the extreme drop off

Big Tech’s Relative Performance YTD

THE SHIFT IN MOMENTUM FOR US STOCKS IS UNPRECEDENTED.

THE OUTPERFORMANCE OF THE LARGEST TECH STOCKS
REMAINS EXTREME BUT HAS WEAKENED IN SEPTEMBER.
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Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
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Charts are provided for illustrative purposes and are not indicative
of the past or future performance of any BNY Mellon product.
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in the first half. The question is, if so, when do we get back to
trend growth? The market is now focused on the next six
months, and the path could be fraught as reflected in our
scenario analysis.

in tech means a major sell-off in the entire market. The cyclical
sectors alone cannot move the index higher absent participation
of tech and healthcare, although relative strength in these
unloved areas can signal ultimate support for future gains.

As we look ahead, market sentiment has improved but is still
muted as bonds continue to attract the bulk of the flows and
cash remains on the sidelines ($4.5 Trillion – see chart). In
addition, yields remain depressed across the curve. The stay–athome trade which powered the market coming off the low looks
to be flagging on a relative basis. Those sectors which are most
exposed to the shutdown—travel and leisure, discretionary,
financials, energy have begun to play catchup.

The biggest risks to buoyant markets are the US election, the
lack of further fiscal stimulus in a consumer economy, and the
US standoff with China. The election risk is not simply about
which party controls the White House or the Senate. The risk
also lies in the process which will be disrupted by mail-in voting
which can add weeks to knowing who will take the White House.
This will add a significant layer of instability. As the labor market
heals unevenly, more fiscal support will be needed to keep
households afloat. And finally, the China risk is structural and
unlikely to resolve with an electoral turn. Technology is uniquely
exposed to a de-coupling with China.

Make no mistake however. In order for the market to push higher,
the tech darlings need to remain part of the rally given their
market cap dominance. As we saw in September, a major sell-off

Investment Cash Amount Outstanding ($)
CASH SITTING ON THE SIDELINES IS AT AN ALL-TIME HIGH.
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Investment Conclusions
SECTION 3

Portfolio Perspective
80:20 PORTFOLIO OUTPERFORMANCE.
40
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%

As prospects for a good economic recovery have risen, we
continue to favor risk-on positioning in portfolios, while
recognizing that some short-term pullbacks are likely.
Under the assumption of a long-term investment horizon,
investors could be better served by maintaining a slight
overweight position to equity assets for upside potential, and
to increase the chances of achieving return targets. Our
portfolio model shows a near zero benefit of defensive “risk
bear” positioning (80% bonds / 20% stocks) in our most likely
scenario, and demonstrates a skew to the upside for investors
willing to keep risk on the table through even the uncertain
periods of this recovery. We continue to stress the importance
of effective hedges in portfolios such as cash, alternatives
and some areas of the high quality bond market as outlined in
further detail below, but believe in the global recovery path
and remain optimistic that cyclical equity exposure and risk
assets can make steady progress over our forecast period.
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Forecasts as of September 14, 2020. Source: BNY Mellon Global Economics and Investment
Analysis team and Fathom Consulting.
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EQUITIES
US Equities: We remain optimistic on upside potential in
US Equities over our forecast horizon, and the increase in
probability (60% in total) for a strong economic recovery
off the bottom further enforces this stance. Although an
uninterrupted recovery is not guaranteed, fundamental
progress has been made since the end of the second quarter,
which drove US equities to new all-time highs across all major
indices in August. Technology continued to lead gains, and we
believe it is important for investors to maintain exposure for
the long-term. Having said that, over coming months we
foresee vulnerability in the sector given the strong run-up in
prices, election season volatility and increased tension with
China. As the global economic recovery marches on and risk
appetite stays healthy, we expect investors to gradually drip
cash back into equity markets with a keener eye on valuations.
Areas of the US equity market that we believe offer
opportunities during the next leg of the recovery, and are
trading at more attractive valuations than large-cap tech,
are Industrials, Health Care and select consumer groups
such as retail, autos, and housing-related stocks. Debate over
stretched valuations in US equities is likely to carry through
the end of 2020 and into 2021, and has merit in areas of narrow
leadership, but given our outlook of zero Fed rate hikes for
more than two years, even in our inflation scenario, equities
have monetary “wind at their backs” and multiples can still
run higher than average for some time. If we are correct and
the next stage of the recovery drives cyclical sectors and more
“traditional” recovery trades, small-and-mid cap equities
could also take part and are worth consideration for investors
seeking price return.
European Equities: As prospects for a global recovery increase,
our expectation for a pickup in European equities follows suit.
To be clear, this is not a call for a complete leadership rotation
in which Europe overtakes the US economically, but one that
suggests European equities have a chance to benefit from a
global rebound over the next 12 months given more attractive
valuation levels and our outlook for improved demand.
Despite continued concerns over a resurgence in virus cases
across the region, we expect the effects to be more muted
than in spring and be contained on a localized level,
preventing broad-based fear and allowing the market
to make steady progress.
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Emerging Markets (EM) Equities: Overall, EM investor
sentiment has improved given the softening USD, easing
financial markets stress in developed markets, reopening in
major economies, and the improvement in global trade and
commodity prices. As many EMs do not have much room left
to cut rates further, each country’s prospect for recovery will
largely depend on the policy space for increased fiscal
spending. In that regard, China is leading by example, and
additional stimulus will likely benefit Chinese equities into
2021. In general, we continue to favor Asian equity markets
which remain relative EM safe havens due to strong virus
containment abilities and targeted policy stimulus to fight the
economic fallout. We continue to suggest a more nuanced
approach to EM investing and that investors remain on top of
idiosyncratic developments.

FX
US Dollar and Foreign Exchange (FX): The USD has been
acting as a barometer of global financial health, rising when
stresses increase, falling back as they ease. Since our two
upside scenarios have a combined weight of 60% and include
a broadening of the global economic recovery, overall we see
the USD index staying broadly flat with a weakening bias.
For USD though, risks are skewed to the upside. Although the
EM carry trade has room to recover further, many EMs no
longer have the rate support. Therefore selective exposure
to EM FX is advised (Latam FX such as Colombian peso and
Brazilian real will likely benefit from a weaker USD and rising
trade volumes.

ALTERNATIVES
Alternatives: As our view of inflation risk rises, alternatives
become an increasingly important part of an overall portfolio
not only to protect purchasing power, but participate in a rise
in inflation pressures via real assets. We continue to view
multi-asset alternatives as an effective uncorrelated hedge in
the case of major global shocks, and we also view real assets
such as precious metals, residential real estate, commodities
and infrastructure as attractive ways to benefit from an
increase in inflation during the recovery. Gold, however, has
already experienced a strong rally and we expect upside to be
more limited especially if fear of a double-dip, or prolonged,
recession fades. We view other precious metals as more
interesting investments for a cyclical recovery.

FIXED INCOME
Sovereign Debt: Stubbornly low global sovereign yields are
likely to persist as uncertainty around the recovery remains, but
over the next 12 months we do expect a gradual move upward
in yields of developed nations. The environment of loose
monetary policy should keep yields from spiking and limit
left-tail risk, but as conditions in economies improve,
particularly if a vaccine is produced in early 2021, sovereign
yields face upward pressure going forward. Although still a tool
in well-diversified portfolios, given our reduced probability of
permanent economic damage, investors may consider
exchanging exposure in sovereign debt for other preservation
options, such as cash or alternatives, over coming months.
We maintain a small probability of US yields turning negative in
2021 in the case of an unmanageable resurgence in cases that
cannot be offset by fiscal or monetary support, but that chance
is more likely to fall rather than rise over the next quarter.
Conversely, our projection for the path of inflation and risks to
the upside, particularly in the US, makes this an opportune time
to build positions in sovereign inflation-linked bonds.

this space should also fare well in the case of an uninterrupted
global recovery and offers investors additional return sources
outside of traditional equities. The higher quality profile and
continued low rates reduces the risk of downside shocks, and
we view global corporate bonds as an important diversification
tool for portfolios.
High Yield (HY) and Leveraged Loans: The high yield space has
unsurprisingly experienced a high level of defaults this year,
along with increased downgrades since the crisis took hold.
Much like investment grade credit, high yield bonds on the
whole have seen a swift recovery in spreads over recent months,
although remain above pre-crisis levels. In the event that
investor sentiment rises and the recovery moves forward,
opportunity for further spread tightening, thus upside in high
yield credit, is a real possibility over the next 12 months. The
amount of so-called “fallen angels” in the space (bonds that
crossed over from investment grade to sub-investment grade)
widens the opportunity set for active managers and investors
alike. As such, we view the high yield space as an interesting
income and return opportunity in sectors less affected by
Covid-19, but suggest an active approach to security selection
to avoid outsized default risk.
EM Hard Currency Debt: A flat-to-lower USD view makes us
broadly neutral to EM hard currency debt relative to local
currency debt. Within hard currency debt, we continue to
favor sovereigns with favorable fundamentals (countries
such as Egypt which are backed by IMF lending programs)
over corporates.
EM Local Currency Debt: We slightly favor EM local debt vs
hard currency, yet we believe that selective risk taking is
advised as room for further rate cuts in many EMs is limited
(along with easing deflationary pressures). We favor those
countries where there is still room for further cuts such as
Russia and Mexico.

Global Investment Grade Credit (IG): After an incredibly fast
tightening of spreads through the second and third quarter
due to the economic restart and strong appetite for bonds, the
prospects for further tightening have become more limited, but
are available. In our good recovery scenarios, investment grade
credit offers price return opportunity, as spreads are still not
down to pre-crisis levels, and a yield advantage over sovereigns
and parts of the equity market. Cyclical sector exposure within
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US Election Box
November’s US Presidential election is set to be one of high
stakes, polarized viewpoints and an unprecedented mass
mail-in voting process due to social distancing measures.
Many expect polls to narrow over coming weeks, which is likely
to bring uncertainty to markets up to Election Day, and possibly
beyond, in the case of an unknown outcome. Historically, when
a party change in the White House is expected, the S&P 500
shows weakness through September and October1, and we
believe this season will be no exception. However, the main
factor driving market sentiment through fall is the path of
Covid-19 and the expected timing of a vaccine. If our “Good
Recovery” scenario persists and we avoid an unmanageable
second wave of the virus, market participants will focus more
closely on hot button topics of taxes, law enforcement,
unemployment and 2021 fiscal stimulus.
Predicting the effects of election outcomes is more
straightforward for some sectors than others, and if the last
election was any guide, the consensus view of broad market
reactions can be wildly off-base. The sectors we expect to be
most susceptible to election volatility are Health Care (affected
by messaging around drug pricing and affordable access to
care) and Technology (affected by messaging around trade
and privacy regulations, likely to come from both candidates).
Although the Presidential race is certainly one of consequence,
the Congressional election arguably has the potential for as
much, if not more, impact on markets going forward. Fiercely
contested issues such as corporate tax levels, health care

1

and fiscal spending through the recovery are items that
require Congressional support and face stark party divisions.
Despite volatility that could ensue due to election uncertainty,
we do not believe it is a reason to take a defensive stance or
try to position portfolios to “win” based on election results.
Maintaining proper protection for risky assets is always
prudent, but staying present in markets during the recovery
process is also a key factor in reaching investor goals.
A major policy difference concerns the corporate tax rate.
Right now estimates for the 2021 S&P earnings are $165.
Everything else being equal, an increase of the corporate tax
rate from the current 21% to 28% would shave SPX earnings
by 10%, meaning the new baseline is roughly $149. That is a
top line result and the companies which pay the full corporate
rate will be more affected than those that pay a lesser rate.
In order to implement a new corporate tax rate though, a
Biden administration would need Congress and presumably
a Democratic Senate because tax law can only be passed by
Congress. There may be some partial counterweights to higher
rates in a Biden administration in that the removal of China
tariffs could help offset some of the hit to corporate
profitability that would come from higher taxes. Trade policy is
controlled by the administration without the need for Congress
to act. If all tariffs were removed, an estimated $9 per share
would be added back, for a net earnings expectation of $158
per share for 2021.1

Source: Strategas as of September 2020. Earnings estimates have been rounded to the nearest dollar.
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Charts are provided for illustrative purposes and are not indicative of the past or future performance of any BNY Mellon product.
The companies and/or sectors indicated should not be construed as recommendations to buy or sell a security.
All investments involve risk, including the possible loss of principal. No investment strategy or risk management technique can
guarantee returns or eliminate risk in any market environment.
FORECASTS
Projections or forecasts regarding future events, targets or expectations, are only current as of the date indicated. There is no
assurance that such events or expectations will be achieved, and actual results may be significantly different.
RISKS
Equities are subject to market, market sector, market liquidity, issuer, and investment style risks, to varying degrees.
Bonds are subject to interest-rate, credit, liquidity, call and market risks, to varying degrees. Generally, all other factors being equal,
bond prices are inversely related to interest-rate changes and rate increases can cause price declines. Commodities contain
heightened risk, including market, political, regulatory, and natural conditions, and may not be appropriate for all investors. High yield
bonds involve increased credit and liquidity risk than higher-rated bonds and are considered speculative in terms of the issuer’s
ability to pay interest and repay principal on a timely basis. Investing in foreign denominated and/or domiciled securities involves
special risks, including changes in currency exchange rates, political, economic, and social instability, limited company information,
differing auditing and legal standards, and less market liquidity. These risks generally are greater with emerging market countries.
Small and midsized company stocks tend to be more volatile and less liquid than larger company stocks as these companies are
less established and have more volatile earnings histories. Currencies are can decline in value relative to a local currency, or, in the
case of hedged positions, the local currency will decline relative to the currency being hedged. These risks may increase volatility.
Alternative strategies may involve a high degree of risk and prospective investors are advised that these strategies are appropriate
only for persons of adequate financial means who have no need for liquidity with respect to their investment and who can bear the
economic risk, including the possible complete loss, of their investment. The strategies may not be subject to the same regulatory
requirements as registered investment vehicles. The strategies may be leveraged and may engage in speculative investment
practices that may increase the risk of investment loss. Investors should consult their financial professional prior to making an
investment decision.
INDEX DEFINITIONS
US Consumer Prices (CPI) Index measure of prices paid by consumers for a market basket of consumer goods and services.
The yearly (or monthly) growth rate represents the inflation rate. The 10Y US Treasuries Average Yield of a range of Treasury
securities all adjusted to the equivalent of a ten-year maturity. The CBOE VIX Index (VIX) is an indicator of the implied volatility
of S&P 500 Index as calculated by the Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE). The Majors Dollar Index (USD) measures the value
of the US dollar relative to a basket of currencies of the most significant trading partners of the US including the euro, Japanese yen,
Canadian dollar, British pound, Swedish krona, and Swiss franc. The MSCI EM Index (Emerging Markets Equities) tracks the total
return performance of emerging market equities. The S&P 500 Composite Index (S&P 500) is designed to track the performance of
the largest 500 US companies. Europe STOXX 600 Index represents the performance of 600 large, mid and small capitalization
companies across 18 countries in the European Union. Bloomberg Barclays US Corporate High Yield: covers the universe of fixedrate, non-investment grade corporate debt in the US. Bloomberg Barclays US Corporate Investment Grade: designed to measure the
performance of the investment grade corporate sector in the US 1-mth. 1-year forward swap: the avg. interest rate for 1-mth. in 1-year
forward. GDP: gross domestic product is the total monetary or market value of all the finished goods and services produced within
a country’s borders over a given time period. Fed funds Rate: the target interest rate for overnight lending and borrowing between
banks. Purchasing Managers Index (PMI): An economic indicator derived from monthly surveys of private sector companies. A level
above 50 indicates expansion compared to the prior month and below 50 contraction.
STATISTICAL TERMS
Skewness in statistics represents an imbalance and an asymmetry from the mean of a data distribution. In a normal data distribution
with a symmetrical bell curve, the mean and median are the same. Probability-weighted mean is similar to an ordinary arithmetic
mean, except that instead of each of the data points contributing equally to the final average, data points are weighted by the
statistical probability for a particular scenario outcome. Duration is a measure of a bond’s interest-rate sensitivity, expressed in years.
The higher the number, the greater the potential for volatility as interest rates change. Z-score: number of standard deviations from
the mean a data point is.
OTHER
R: the number of people Covid-19 is transmitted to per person. QE: quantitative easing. WTO: World Trade Organization. Synthetic
credit: non-cash assets that obtain exposure to a portfolio of fixed-income assets. FOMC: Federal Open Market Committee.
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Securities and Futures Commission. • Japan: BNY Mellon Asset Management Japan Limited. BNY Mellon Asset Management Japan Limited is a Financial Instruments
Business Operator with license no 406 (Kinsho) at the Commissioner of Kanto Local Finance Bureau and is a Member of the Investment Trusts Association, Japan and Japan
Investment Advisers Association and Type II Financial Instruments Firms Association. • Australia: BNY Mellon Investment Management Australia Ltd (ABN 56 102 482 815,
AFS License No. 227865). Authorized and regulated by the Australian Securities & Investments Commission. • Brazil: ARX Investimentos Ltda., Av. Borges de Medeiros, 633,
4th floor, Rio de Janeiro, RJ, Brazil, CEP 22430-041. Authorized and regulated by the Brazilian Securities and Exchange Commission (CVM). • Canada: BNY Mellon Asset
Management Canada Ltd. is registered in all provinces and territories of Canada as a Portfolio Manager and Exempt Market Dealer, and as a Commodity Trading Manager
and Investment Fund Manager in Ontario.

BNY MELLON COMPANY INFORMATION
BNY Mellon Investment Management is an investment management organization and wealth manager, encompassing BNY Mellon’s affiliated investment management
firms, wealth management organization and global distribution companies. BNY Mellon is the corporate brand of The Bank of New York Mellon Corporation and may
also be used as a generic term to reference the Corporation as a whole or its various subsidiaries generally.• Mellon Investments Corporation (Mellon) is a registered
investment adviser and a subsidiary of BNY Mellon.• Insight Investments – Investment advisory services in North America are provided through two different
investment advisers registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) using the brand Insight Investment: Insight North America LLC (INA) and Insight
Investment International Limited (IIIL). The North American investment advisers are associated with other global investment managers that also (individually and
collectively) use the corporate brand Insight. Insight is a subsidiary of BNY Mellon. • Newton Investment Management – Newton and/or the Newton Investment
Management brand refers to the following group of affiliated companies: Newton Investment Management Limited, Newton Investment Management (North America)
Limited (NIMNA Ltd) and Newton Investment Management (North America) LLC (NIMNA LLC). NIMNA LLC personnel are supervised persons of NIMNA Ltd and NIMNA
LLC does not provide investment advice, all of which is conducted by NIMNA Ltd. NIMNA LLC and NIMNA Ltd are the only Newton companies authorized to offer services
in the U.S. In the UK, NIMNA Ltd is authorized and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority in the conduct of investment business and is a wholly owned subsidiary
of BNY Mellon. • Alcentra – BNY Mellon holds 100% of the parent holding company of BNY Alcentra Group Holdings Inc., which is comprised of the following affiliated
companies: Alcentra Ltd. and Alcentra NY, LLC. • ARX is the brand used to describe the Brazilian investment capabilities of BNY Mellon ARX Investimentos Ltda. ARX is a
subsidiary of BNY Mellon. • Dreyfus Cash Investment Strategies (Dreyfus CIS) is a division of BNY Mellon Investment Adviser, Inc., a subsidiary of BNY Mellon. • Walter
Scott & Partners Limited (Walter Scott) is an investment management firm authorized and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, and a subsidiary of BNY
Mellon. • Siguler Guff – BNY Mellon owns a 20% interest in Siguler Guff & Company, LP and certain related entities (including Siguler Guff Advisers LLC). No part of this
material may be reproduced in any form, or referred to in any other publication, without express written permission. All information contained herein is proprietary and
is protected under copyright law.
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